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Abstract: Fix integers d, x, y such that d ≥ 8, x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0. Let Z ⊂ P
4

be a general union of x triple points and y double points. Here we prove that
either h1(P4,IZ(d)) = 0 (case 15x + 5y ≤

(
d+4
4

)
) or h0(P4,IZ(d)) = 0 (case

15x + 5y ≥
(
d+4
4

)
). When d = 7 we are only able to prove the corresponding

result assuming (x, y) /∈ {(22, 0), (21, 3)}.
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1. Introduction

In [4] we considered the postulation of general unions of double and triple points
in P

3. Here we look at P
4 and prove the following results.

Theorem 1. Fix non-negative integers d, x, y such that d ≥ 8. Let Z ⊂
P

4 be a general union of x triple points and y double points. Then either
h1(P4,IZ(d)) = 0 (case 15x+5y ≤

(
d+4
4

)
) or h0(P4,IZ(d)) = 0 (case 15x+5y ≥(

d+4
4

)
).

In the case d = 7 we are only able to prove the following result.

Proposition 1. Fix non-negative integers x, y such that (x, y) /∈ {(22, 0),
(21, 3)}. Let Z ⊂ P

4 be a general union of x triple points and y double points.
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Then either h1(P4,IZ(7)) = 0 (case 15x + 5y ≤ 330) or h0(P4,IZ(7)) = 0 (case
15x + 5y ≥ 330).

In a previous version of this paper we used a preliminary version of [4].
Since in the final version of [4] a strong restriction occurs (d ≥ 15) we substitue
some of its quotations with either new lemmas or Macaulay 2 (Remark 2).

By [3] for all integers n ≥ 2, m ≥ 2 there is an integer d(n,m) such that for
all integers d ≥ d(n,m) either h1(Pn,IZ(d)) = 0 or h0(Pn,IZ(d)) = 0, where
Z is a general union of a prescribed numbers of fat points with multiplicities
≤ m. Call δ(n,m) the minimal such integer d(n,m). By the case m = 2 (i.e.
the Alexander-Hirschowitz Theorem (see [1], [2], [10], [7]) it is natural to make
the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1. Is there an integer d(m) such that δ(n,m) ≤ d(m) for all
n,m?

It may be easier to prove the existence of easily described functions η(m),
γ(n) such that δ(n,m) ≤ η(m) + γ(n) or degree 1 functions a1(n), a2(n) such
that δ(n,m) ≤ a1(n)m+a2(n). We failed to prove a similar result (with perhaps
d ≥ n + 3m) in an arbitrary P

n, because we do not know how to analyze
infinitely many initial cases. It may be possible with the existing technology to
do a few single cases. We stress that our main tool is the Differential Horace
Method proved in [3]. In parts (a) and (b) of the proof of Proposition 1 we will
discuss why we failed to prove Proposition 1 in the cases (x, y) = (22, 0) and
(x, y) = (21, 3) (we only could arrive at h0(P4,IZ(7)) = h1(P4,IZ(7)) ≤ 1).

We work over an algebraically closed field K such that char(K) = 0.

2. Preliminary Results

For any smooth and connected quasi-projective variety, any integer m > 0 and
any P ∈ A let {mP,A} denote the infinitesimal neighborhood of order m − 1
of P in A, i.e. the closed subscheme of A with (IP,A)m as its ideal sheaf.
Hence {mP,A} is zero-dimensional, {mP,A}red = {P} and length({mP,A}) =(
n+m−1

n

)
, where n := dim(A). We will often write mP instead of {mP, Pn}

(mainly when n = 4).

For any closed subscheme Z of any quasi-projective scheme A and every
effective Cartier divisor D of A let ResD(Z) denote the residual scheme of Z with
respect to D, i.e. the closed subscheme of A with IZ,A : ID,A as its ideal sheaf.
If Z is zero-dimensional, then length(Z∩D)+length(ResD(Z)) = length(Z). If
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P ∈ Dreg, then {mP,A} ∩D = {mP,D} and ResD({mP,A}) = {(m − 1)P,A}
for any integer m > 0, with the convention {0P,A} := ∅.

We will often use the following elementary form of the so-called Horace
Lemma.

Lemma 1. Let H ⊂ P
n be a hyperplane and Z ⊂ P

n a closed subscheme.
Then:

(a) h0(Pn,IZ(d)) ≤ h0(Pn,IResH(Z)(d − 1)) + h0(H,IZ∩H(d));

(b) h1(Pn,IZ(d)) ≤ h1(Pn,IResH(Z)(d − 1)) + h1(H,IZ∩H(d)).

Proof. By the very definition of residual scheme with respect to H, there
is the following exact sequence

0 → IResH(Z)(d − 1) → IZ(d) → IZ∩H(d) → 0 (1)

whose long cohomology exact sequence proves the lemma.

The following result (called the Differential Horace Lemma) is a very par-
ticular case of [3], Lemma 2.3 (see in particular Figure 1 at p. 308).

Remark 1. Here we use that char(K) /∈ {2, 3}. First we consider double
points. Let H ⊂ P

n be a hyperplane and Z ⊂ P
n a closed subscheme not

containing H. Fix a general P ∈ H. Let W be the union of Z with a general
double point and M the union of Z with a general triple point. Fix i ∈ {0, 1}. To
show that hi(P3,IW (t)) = 0 it is sufficient to show that hi(H,I(Z∩H)∪{P}(t)) =
hi(Pn,IResH(Z)∪{2P,H}(t−1)) = 0. We will quote this trick as an application of

Remark 1 at (P,H) with respect to the sequence (1, n). Now we consider triple
points. Notice that 3P ∩ H = {3P,H}, ResH(3P ) = 2P and that ResH(2P ) =
{P}. Hence length(3P ∩ H) = (n + 1)n/2, length(ResH(3P ) ∩ H) = n and
length(ResH((ResH(3P )) ∩ H) = 1. To prove hi(Pn,IM(t)) = 0, it is sufficient
to do the same in which instead of the triple point we add one of the two
following virtual schemes A1 or A2. A1 has the same length as 3P , but first
we insert P on H, then {3P,H} and only at the third step {2P,H}. Hence
length(A1∩H) = 1, length(ResH(A1)∩H) = 6 and ResH(ResH(A1)) = {2P,A}.
A2 has the same length as 3P , but first we insert {2P,H}, then {3P,H} and
only at the third step P . Hence A2∩H = {2P,H}, ResH(A2)∩H = {3P,H} and
ResH(ResH(A2)) = {P}. We will call the use of A1 (resp. A2) an application
of Remark 1 at (P,H) with respect to the sequence (1, (n + 1)n/2, n) (resp.
(n, (n + 1)n/2, 1)). We may apply simultaneously these tricks just described to
several double points and several triple points with respect to different general
points of H.
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Notation 1. Fix a hyperplane H ⊂ P
n. A double (resp. triple) point

of H is a scheme {2P,H} (resp. {3P,H}). A double (resp. triple) point
with support on H is a double (resp. triple) point of P

n, say 2P (resp. 3P ),
for some P ∈ H. Fix P ∈ H. We will say that a scheme A ⊂ P

n is a
virtual scheme of type ((n + 1)n/2, n) if it is obtained from a triple point
applying Remark 1 at (P,H) with respect to the sequence (1, (n + 1)n/2, n);
hence Ared = {P}, length(A) = (n + 2)(n + 1)/2 − 1, A ∩ H = {3P,H} and
ResH(A) = {2P,H}. We will say that a scheme B ⊂ P

n is a virtual scheme of
type ((n + 1)n/2, 1) if it is obtained from a triple point applying Remark 1 at
(P,H) with respect to the sequence (n + 1, (n + 1)n/2, 1); hence Bred = {P},
length(B) = (n + 1)n/2 + 1, A ∩ H = {3P,H} and ResH(A) = {P}. Let W
be a zero-dimensional scheme such that Wred = {P}. Set W0 := W and for
all integers i ≥ 1 define inductively Wi by the formula Wi := ResH(Wi−1). Set
ai := length(Wi). The non-decreasing sequence (a0, a1, · · · ) with be called the
type of W . Notice that ai = 0 for i ≫ 0 and

∑
i≥0 ai = length(W ).

We will use several times the following lemma proved in [6] (see Lemma 7).

Lemma 2. Fix integers d > 0, z > 0, γ ≥ 0, a hyperplane H ⊂ P
n and

a zero dimensional scheme Y ⊂ P
n. Let X be the union of Y and z general

simple points supported on H. If the following conditions

h0(Pn,IY (d)) ≤ γ + z, and h0(Pn,IResH(Y )(d − 1)) ≤ γ, (2)

take place, then h0(Pn,IX(d)) ≤ γ. Equivalently if the following conditions

h1(Pn,IY (d)) ≤ max(0, γ + deg(X) −

(
d + n

n

)
) =: β, and

h1(Pn,IResH(Y )(d − 1)) ≤ max(0, γ + deg(ResH(Y )) −

(
d + n − 1

n

)
),

take place, then h1(Pn,IX(d)) ≤ β.

We borrow from [5] the following easy lemma (here the characteristic zero
assumption is essential).

Lemma 3. Fix any scheme W ⊂ P
n and any integer t ≥ 0. Then (after

fixing W and t) fix a general P ∈ P
n and a general tangent vector v such that

vred = {P}. If h0(IW (t)) ≤ 2, then h0(IW∪v(t)) = 0. If h0(IW (t)) ≥ 2, then
h0(IW∪v(t)) = h0(IW (t)) − 2 and h1(IW∪v(t)) = h1(IW (t)).
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3. Proof of Proposition 1

We need a few lemmas.

Lemma 4. Fix a plane E ⊂ P
3. Let Z ⊂ P

3 be a general union of 6 triple
points of P

3 and 6 double points of P
3 whose support is contained in E. Then

hi(P3,IZ(6)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to do the case i = 1. Fix another general plane
N ⊂ H. Let Z ′ be the virtual scheme obtained taking 4 general double points
with support on E, 2 general triple points, 4 general triple points with support
on N , a double point with support on a general point of the line N ∩ E, and
a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 with respect to the sequence
(1, 2), a general point of N ∩ E and the divisor N . It is sufficient to prove
h1(P3,IZ′(6)) = 0. The scheme Z ′∩N is a general union of 4 triple points of N ,
one double point of N and a point of the general line E∩N of N . Hence to prove
h1(M,IZ′∩N (6)) = 0 it is sufficient to prove h1(M,IZ1

(6)) = 0, where Z1 is the
union of the unreduced connected components of Z∩N . Since ♯((Z1)red) = 5 ≤
8, we have h1(M,IZ1

(6)) = 0, because the Harbourne-Hirschowitz Conjecture
is known to be true for up to 8 points and the linear system L2(6, 3

4, 2) is in
standard form. The virtual residue Z2 := ResN (Z ′) is a general union of 2
triple points, 4 double points with support on N , 4 double points with support
on E, a double point of M supported by a general point of N ∩E and a general
point of M ∩ E. Let Z3 be the union of the unreduced connected components
of Z2. To prove h1(P3,IZ′(5)) = 0 (and hence to conclude the proof of the
lemma), it is sufficient to prove h1(P3,IZ3

(5)) = 0 (apply twice Lemma 2).
To prove the latter vanishing we specialize Z3 to the scheme Z4 which is a
general union of one triple point, one triple point with support on N , 4 double
points with support on N , 4 double points with support on E, and a triple
point with support on N . We have hi(N,IZ4∩N (5)) = 0, i = 0, 1, because the
system L2(5, 3, 2

4) is in standard form with the terminology of [12] or [9] and
the Harbourne-Hirschowitz Conjecture is true for union of at most 8 multiple
points. The scheme ResN (Z4) is a general union of a triple point, 4 double points
with support on E, a double point with support on N and 4 general points of
N . Let Z5 be the union of the unreduced components of ResN (Z4). By Lemma
2 we reduce to prove h1(P3,IZ5

(4)) = 0. We fix a general Q ∈ E. We apply
Remark 1 with respect to (E,Q) and the sequence (1, 3, 2); we also specialize
the double points with support on E to a general double point with support on
N∩E; we call Z6 the corresponding virtual scheme. E∩Z6 is a general union of
4 double points of E, one tangent vector and a point. Since h1(E,IA(4)) = 0,
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where A is a a general union of double points, we get h1(E,IZ6∩E(6)) = 0
(Lemma 3). Since ResE(Z6) is a general union of a virtual scheme of type (3, 2)
(hence a scheme smaller than a triple point), a general point of E ∩ M and 4
general points of M , we are done (Lemma 2).

Lemma 5. Fix planes N,R ⊂ P
3 such that N 6= R. Let Z ⊂ P

3 be a
general union of 2 triple points, 5 double points whose support is contained in R
and 4 double points whose support is contained in N . Then hi(P3,IZ(5)) = 0,
i = 0, 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to do the case i = 1. Fix a general plane E and
general (P1, P2, P3) ∈ E×E×E. We specialize Z to a general virtual union Z ′

of 5 double points whose support is contained in R, 2 double points with support
on N , 2 triple points with support on E, 2 double points with support on E∩N ,
3 virtual scheme obtained by applying Remark 1 with respect to the pairs
(E,Pi), i = 1, 2, and the sequence (1, 2). The scheme Z ′ ∩E is a general union
of 2 triple points, 2 double points and 3 points. Since deg(E∩Z ′) = 21, to prove
hi(E,IZ′∩E(5)) = 0, i = 0, 1 it is sufficient to prove h1(E,IZ′′(5)) = 0, where
Z ′′ is the union of the unreduced connected components of Z ′∩E. Let D be the
line spanned by the support of the 2 triple points of Z ′′. Since deg(Z ′′∩D) = 6,
we have h1(E,IZ′′(5)) = h1(E,IResD(Z′′)(4)). Since ResD(Z ′′) is a general

union of 4 double points, we have h1(E,IResD(Z′′)(4)) = 0. Thus to prove the

lemma it is sufficient to prove h1(P3,IResE(Z′)(4)) = 0. The scheme ResE(Z ′)
is a general union of 5 double points with support on R, 2 double points with
support on E, two general points of E ∩ N , and 3 general double points of E.
We conclude by Lemma 2.

Lemma 6. Fix z ∈ {0, 2, 4}. Let Z ⊂ P
3 be a general union of z triple

points and 21 − 5z/2 double points. Then hi(P3,IZ(6)) = 0, i = 0, 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to do the case i = 1. Since the case z = 0 is trivial by
the Alexander-Hirschowitz Theorem, we may assume z ∈ {2, 4}. Let N ⊂ P

3

be a plane. First assume z = 4. We specialize Z to a general union Z ′ of one
triple point, 7 double points, 3 triple points with support on N , 3 double points
with support on N and a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 with
respect to the sequence (1, 2), the hyperplane N and a general point P of the
line D of N spanned by the reductions of two of the triple points with support
on N . Set A := Z ′ ∩ N . We have deg(A) =

(
8
2

)
. Since deg(A ∩ D) = 7, to

prove hi(N,IA(6)) = 0, i = 1, 2, it is sufficient to prove hi(N,IResD(A)(5)) = 0,

i = 0, 1. The scheme ResD(A) is a general union of 5 double points (two of
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them with support on D) and one triple point. Hence hi(N,IResD(A)(5)) = 0,

i = 0, 1 (e.g. because the Harbourne-Hirschowitz Conjecture is known to be
true for up to 8 points and L2(5, 3, 2

5) is in standard form. Thus it is sufficient
to prove h1(P3,IResN (Z′)(5)) = 0. The scheme B := ResN (Z ′) is a general
union of one triple point, 7 double points, 3 double points with support on
N and 3 general points of N . Hence h0(P3,IResN (B)(4)) = 0. Thus to prove

h1(P3,IResN (Z′)(5)) = 0 it is sufficient to prove h1(P3, IF (5)) = 0, where F

is the union of the unreduced components of ResN (Z ′). Apply the proof of
Lemma 5 with respect to another plane.

If z = 2 instead of Z ′ we take a general union Z ′′ of 10 double points, 2
triple points with support on N , 3 double points with support on N and a
virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 with respect to the sequence (1, 2),
the hyperplane N and a general point P of the line D of N spanned by the
reductions of the triple points with support on N . The same proof works,
because ResN (Z ′′) has two more reduced components.

Remark 2. Let Z ⊂ P
3 be a general union of double and triple points. If

Z has critical value d ≥ 7, then X has maximal rank (if d ≤ 15, then use [4],
if 7 ≤ d ≤ 14, then use the Macaulay 2 (see [11]) computation written down
in [6], §4, for quadruple points. In the same way we get hi(P3,IW (6)) = 0,
i = 0, 1, if W is a general union of 6 triple points and 6 double points.

Lemma 7. Fix a hyperplane H ⊂ P
4, general P1, P2, P3 ∈ H, and an

integer c such that 0 ≤ c ≤ 8. Let Z ⊂ P
4 be a general union of the 3 length

4 schemes {2Pi,H}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 7 double points with support on H, c triple
points and 3(18 − c) − 2 double points. Then h1(P4,IZ(7)) = 0.

Proof. Fix general P,Q,Q1, Q2 ∈ H. First assume c ≥ 7. We degenerate
Z to a general union Z ′ of the 3 length 4 schemes {2Pi,H}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 7 double
points with support on H, 7 triple points with support on H, c−7 triple points
and 3(18 − c) − 2 double points. The case (d, x, y) = (7, 7, 7) of Remark 2,
gives hi(H,IZ′∩H(7)) = 0, i = 0, 1. Let A be the union of the unreduced
components of ResH(Z ′). Since ResH(Z ′)\A is a general union of 7 points of
H and

(11
4

)
− lenght(Z) = 330−12−35−15 · 18+10 = 23, Lemma 2 gives that

it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IA(6)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(A)(5)) ≤ 23. We

will first check that h1(P4,IA(6)) = 0. A is a general union of 7 double points
with support on H, c − 7 triple points and 3(18 − c) − 2 double points. Write
84 = 10(c − 7) + 4u + v with u, v non-negative integers and 0 ≤ v ≤ 3. Hence
(u, v) = (21, 0) if c = 7, while (u, v) = (18, 2) if c = 8. We degenerate A to a
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general union B of (c−7) triple points with support on H, u double points with
support on H, v virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P,H) and
(Q,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 4). If c = 7, then hi(H,IH∩B(6)) = 0,
i = 0, 1, by the Alexander-Hirschowitz Theorem. If c = 8 Lemma 6 gives
hi(H,IH∩B(6)) = 0. Since ResH(B) contains u ≥ 18 general points of H, all
the unreduced components of ResH(B) are double points and at most one such
component intersects H, Lemma 2 reduce the equality h0(P4,IResH(B)(5)) = 0
to two very particular cases of the Alexander-Hirschowitz Theorem. Now we
will check that h0(P4,IResH(A)(5)) ≤ 23. ResH(A) is a general union of 7

points of H, c − 7 triple points and 3(18 − c) − 2 double points. Let A′ be the
union of the unreduced components of ResH(A). By Lemma 2 it is sufficient
to check h0(P4,IResH(A)(5)) ≤ 30 and h0(P4,IA′(4)) ≤ 23. Both inequalities

are obvious by the description of A′ and Alexander-Hirschowitz Theorem. Now
assume c ≤ 6. Write 120 = 10c + 28 + 4e + f with e, f integers and 0 ≤ f ≤ 3.
Hence f ∈ {0, 2}. We degenerate Z to a general union of the 3 length 4 schemes
{2Pi,H}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 7+e double points with support on H, c triple points with
support on H and f virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (Qi,H),
1 ≤ i ≤ f , with respect to the sequence (1, 4). The case (d, x, y) = (7, c, 7 + u)
of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩W (7)) = 0, i = 0, 1. Then we continue using at
each step Lemma 1 and Remark 1 with respect to double points.

Lemma 8. Fix two planes H,M ⊂ P
3 such that H 6= M . Let Z ⊂ P

3 be
a general union of 5 points of H, 4 points of M , a triple point and 4 double
points. Then hi(P3,IZ(4)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.

Proof. We specialize Z to a general union Z ′ of 3 double points, 5 points of
H, one point of M∩H, one triple point with support on H and one double point
with support on H. The singular plane curves shows that hi(H,IZ′∩H(4)) = 0
for i = 0, 1. Since ResH(Z ′) is a general union of 3 double points, one double
point with support on H, a point of H and 3 general points of M , we obviously
have hi(P3,IResH(Z′)(4)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.

Proof of Proposition 1. Fix hyperplanes H,M ∈ P
4 such that H 6= M . For

all non-negative integers x, y set ǫ(7, x, y) :=
(11

3

)
− 15x − 5y. ǫ(7, x, y) = 0 if

and only if 0 ≤ x ≤ 22 and y = 3(22 − x).

(a) Here we assume (d, x, y) = (7, 22, 0). This is one of the two missing
cases in the statement of Proposition 1. We specialize Z to a general union
Z ′ of 10 triple points and 12 triple points whose support is contained in H.
By the case (d, x, y) = (7, 12, 0) of Remark 2, we have hi(H,IZ′∩H(7)) = 0 for
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i = 0, 1. Hence it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IResH(Z′)(6)) = 0. ResH(Z ′) is a
general union of 10 triple points and 12 double points with support on H. We
specialize ResH(Z ′) to a scheme Z ′′ in which 6 of the triple points have support
on M and 6 of the double points have support on the plane H ∩ M . We claim
that h1(M,IM∩Z′′(6)) = 0. We prove the claim as a separate statement, i.e.
as Lemma 5. By the claim to prove the missing case it would be sufficient
to prove h1(P4,IResM (Z′′)(5)) = 0. ResM (Z ′′) is a general union of 4 triple
points, 6 double points whose support is contained in H, 6 double points whose
support in contained in M and 6 points of H ∩M . We fix a general hyperplane
R ⊂ P

4. We specialize ResM (Z ′′) to a general union A of 2 triple points, 2
triple points whose support is contained in R, 5 double points whose support is
contained H ∩R, one double point with support on H\R ∩H, 4 double points
whose support is contained in M ∩R, while the remaining 2 double points have
support on M\M ∩ R and none of the 6 simple points is contained in R. The
scheme A∩R is a general union inside R of 2 triple points, 5 double points whose
support is contained in the plane H ∩ R and 4 double points whose support is
contained in the plane M ∩ R. Lemma 5 gives hi(R,IA∩R(5)) = 0, i = 0, 1.
Let B be the union of the unreduced components of ResR(A). B is a general
union of 2 triple points, 2 double points with support in R, one double point
with support on H and 2 double points with support on M . The line spanned
by the support of the two triple points shows that h1(P4,IB(4)) > 0.

(b) Here we assume (x, y) = (21, 3). Hence ǫ(7, x, y) = 0. We make the
construction of part (a) with 3 double points instead of one triple point. Here
A is a general union of one triple point, 3 double points A∩R is a general union
of one triple point, 3 double points, 2 triple points with support contained in R,
5 double points whose support is contained H∩R, one double point with support
on H\R ∩ H, 4 double points whose support is contained in M ∩ R, while the
remaining 2 double points have support on M\M ∩R and none of the 6 simple
points is contained in R. As in part (a) Lemma 5 gives hi(R,IA∩R(5)) = 0,
i = 0, 1. Let B be the union of the unreduced components of ResR(A). Now
B is a general union of one triple point, 3 double points, 2 double points with
support in R, one double point with support on H and 2 double points with
support on M . ResR(A)\B is a general union of 6 points of H ∩ M , 5 points
of H ∩ R and 4 points of M ∩ R. Write ResR(A) = B ∪ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 with
S1 ⊂ H ∩ M , S2 ⊂ H ∩ R and S3 ⊂ M ∩ R and ♯(Si) = 7 − i. We specialize
B ∪S1 ∪S2 ∪S3 to a general union C of one double point, S1 ∪S2 ∪S3, a triple
point with support on R, 4 double points with support on R, one double point
with support on H and 2 double points with support on M . Unfortunately,
it is easy to show that hi(R,IC∩R(4)) > 0 (and indeed hi(R,IC∩R(4) = 1).
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ResR(C) is a general union of S1, a double point, a double point with support
on H and 4 general points of R. Applying Lemma 2 to the hyperplane R and
its 4 general points, we immediatetely conclude that h1(IZ(7)) = h0(IZ(7)) ≤ 1
in the case (x, y) = (21, 3).

(c) Here we assume (x, y) = (20, 6). We just make the same construction
as in part (a). Now B is a general union of 6 double points, 2 double points
with support in R, one double point with support on H and 2 double points
with support on M . ResR(A)\B is a general union of 6 points of H ∩ M , 5
points of H ∩R and 4 points of M ∩R. Write ResR(A) = B ∪S1 ∪S2 ∪S3 with
S1 ⊂ H ∩M , S2 ⊂ H ∩R and S3 ⊂ M ∩R and ♯(Si) = 7− i. We specialize Z to
a general union of S1 ∪S2 ∪S3, one double point, 2 double points with support
on R, 2 double points with support on M and 6 double points with support
on H. Obviously, hi(H,IZ′∩H(4)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Since ResH(Z ′) contains 6
general points of H, we are done.

(d) All cases with ǫ(7, x, y) = 0 have y = 66 − 3x for some x such that 0 ≤
x ≤ 22. We did the case x = 21 in part (b) and the case x = 20 in part (c). Here
we will check the cases with 12 ≤ x ≤ 19. We specialize Z to a general union
Z ′ of x−12 triple points, y double points, and 12 triple points whose support is
contained in H. By Remark 2, we have hi(H,IZ′∩H(7)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Hence
it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IResH(Z′)(6)) = 0. ResH(Z ′) is a general union of
x − 12 triple points, 66 − 3x double points, and 12 double points with support
on H. First assume 18 ≤ x ≤ 19. We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a general union A
of x− 18 triple points, 60− 3x double points, 12 double points with support on
H, 6 triple points with support on M and 6 double points with support on M .
The second part of Remark 2 gives hi(M,IM∩A(6)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. ResM (A)
is a general union of x−18 triple points, 60−3x double points, 12 double points
with support on H and 6 double points with support on M . We apply several
times Lemma 1 and Remark 1 with respect to H. The first time we insert the
remaining triple point if x = 19. In the first and in the second step we specialize
3 of the double points whose support is contained in M : we impose that their
support is contained in M ∩ H. Even from the first step taking the residue we
get 12 general points of H. We apply Lemma 2. At each further step we may
apply Lemma 2, because from now on we specialize only double points. Now
assume 12 ≤ x ≤ 17 and x even. We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a general union B
of x−12 triple points with support on M , 51−5x/2 double points with support
on M and 12 double points with support contained in H. By [4], Proposition
4, applied to the pair (x, y) = (x− 12, 51 − 5x/2) we have hi(M,IM∩A(6)) = 0
for i = 0, 1. Then we continue using H as in the case x = 18. Now assume
12 ≤ x ≤ 17 and x odd. Fix general P1, P2 ∈ M . We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a
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general union C of x−12 triple points with support on M , 51−5(x−1)/2 double
points with support on M , two virtual scheme obtaining applying Lemma 2 at
(P1,M) and (P2,M) with respect to the sequence (1, 4). The only difference is
that now ResM (C) is a general union of some double points, 12 double points
with support on H, some double points with support on H and the schemes
{2P1,M} and {2P2,M}. We may degenerate even the last two schemes sending
P1 and P2 to general points of H ∩ M .

(e) Assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 11 and y = 66−3x. First assume x even. We specialize
Z to a general union of x triple points with support on H, (60 − 5x)/2 double
points with support on H and 66−3x− (60−5x)/2 double points. By Remark
2, we have hi(H,IZ′∩H(7)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Then we continue using only H.
Now assume x odd. Fix general P1, P2 ∈ H. We specialize Z to a general union
of x triple points with support contained in H, two virtual schemes obtained
applying Lemma 2 at (P1,H) and (P2,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 4),
(118−10x)/4 double points with support on H, and 66−3x−2− (118−10x)/4
general double points. We use the case (d, x, y) = (7, x, (118 − 10x)/4) of
Remark 2, and then continue using always H. At each step we may apply
Lemma 2, as always when we insert double points with respect to one fixed
hyperplane H.

(f) Assume |ǫ(7, x, y)| > 0. Notice that for all zero dimensional schemes
W ⊆ A and any integer t h0(P4,IW (t)) ≤ h0(P4,IA(t)). Since Z is affine, the re-
striction map H0(Z,OZ (t)) → H0(W,OW (t)) is surjective. Hence h1(P4,IW (t))
≤ h1(P4,IA(t)). Since

(11
4

)
= 330, ǫ(7, x, y) ≡ 0 (mod 5) for all x, y and

ǫ(7, x, 0) ≡ 0 (mod 15) for all x. Since ǫ(7, x, y − 1) = ǫ(7, x, y) + 5, all these
cases follows formally from the truth of the ones just done with ǫ(7, x′, y′) = 0,
just increasing or decreasing the scheme Z.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

Proof of Theorem 1. Fix hyperplanes H,M ∈ P
4 such that H 6= M and

general Pi ∈ H, i ≥ 1. For all integers d, x, y set ǫ(d, x, y) =
(
d+4
4

)
− 15x − 5y.

The integer |ǫ(d, x, y)| is a good measure of the difficulty to prove Theorem 1
for the data d, x, y. Notice again that for all zero dimensional schemes W ⊆ A
and any integer t h0(P4,IW (t)) ≤ h0(P4,IA(t)). Since Z is affine, the restric-
tion map H0(Z,OZ (t)) → H0(W,OW (t)) is surjective. Hence h1(P4,IW (t)) ≤
h1(P4,IA(t)). ǫ(d, x, y + 1) = ǫ(d, x, y) + 5, ǫ(d, x, y − 1) = ǫ(d, x, y) + 5 and
ǫ(d, x, y−1) is well-defined if y > 0. Hence to prove all cases of Theorem 1 with
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ǫ(d, x, y) ≥ 0, it is sufficient to prove it for all pairs (x, y) of non-negative integers
such that 0 ≤ ǫ(d, x, y) ≤ 4. To prove all cases of Theorem 1 with ǫ(d, x, y) ≤ 0,
it is sufficient to prove it for all pairs (x, y) of non-negative integers such that
−4 ≤ ǫ(d, x, y) ≤ 0 and for the pair (x̃, 0), where x̃ := ⌈

(
d+4
4

)
/15⌉.

(a) In part (a) we will assume d = 8. Since
(12

4

)
= 495, ǫ(8, x, y) ≡ 0

(mod 5) for all x, y and ǫ(8, x, 0) ≡ 0 (mod 15) for all x. Hence to do all cases
with ǫ(8, x, y) ≥ 0 it is sufficient to do all cases with ǫ(8, x, y) = 0, while to do
all cases with ǫ(8, x, y) < 0 it is sufficient to do all cases with ǫ(8, x, y) = 0. We
have ǫ(8, x, y) = 0 if and only 0 ≤ x ≤ 33 and y = 99 − 3x.

(a1) Here we assume (x, y) = (33, 0). Fix a general (P,Q) ∈ H ×H. Hence
P /∈ M and Q /∈ M . We specialize Z to a general union Z ′ of 15 triple points,
16 triple points with support on H, a virtual scheme obtained using Remark 1
at (P,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1) and a virtual scheme obtained
using Remark 1 at (Q,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4). By the case
(d′, x′, y′) = (8, 16, 1) of Remark 2, we have hi(H,IH∩Z′(8)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.
ResH(Z ′) is a general union of 15 triple points, 16 double points with support
on H, a length 11 scheme with P as its support and a length 14 scheme with Q
as its support. We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a general union Z ′′ of 3 triple points,
12 triple points with support on M , 16 double points with support on H, the
previous length 11 scheme with P as its support and the previous length 15
with Q as its support. Hence Z ′′ ∩ M is a general union of 12 triple points of
M . By the case (d′, x′, y′) = (7, 12, 0) of Remark 2, hi(M,IM∩Z′′(7)) = 0 for
i = 0, 1. Since ResM (Z ′′) ∩ H is a general union of 2 triple points of H and 16
double points of H, the case z = 2 of Lemma 6 gives hi(H,IResM (Z′′)∩H

(6)) = 0

for i = 0, 1. ResH(ResM (Z ′′)) is a general union of 3 triple points, 12 double
points with support on M , the length 4 scheme {2Q,H} and 13 general points
of H, one of them being P . Let B the union of the unreduced components of
ResH(ResM (Z ′′)). Since ResH(B) contains a general union of 3 triple points and
12 double points with support on M , it is easy to check that h1(P4,IB(5)) = 0
and h0(P4,IResH(B)(4)) = 0. Apply Lemma 2.

(a2) Here we assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 32 and y = 99 − 3x. If x ≥ 30, we copy
verbatim the proof of part (a1). If 24 ≤ x ≤ 29 in the second step instead of
12 triple points with support on M we insert 12−2a triple points with support
on M and 5a double points with support on M for some integer a such that
0 ≤ a ≤ 6. If x ≤ 23 we could even apply Lemma 1 and Remark 1 using H
without never use M .

(b) Here we check the case d = 9. Since 715 ≡ 10 (mod 15), we see that
to do all cases for the degree d it is sufficient to do all cases with ǫ(9, x, y) = 0
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and the case (x, y) = (48, 0). ǫ(9, x, y) = 0 if and only if 0 ≤ x ≤ 47 and
y = 2 + 3(47 − x).

(b1) Here we assume (x, y) = (47, 2). We degenerate Z to a general union
Z ′ of 2 double points, 25 triple points and 22 triple points whose support is
contained in H. By the case (d′, x′, y′) = (9, 22, 0) of Remark 2, we have
hi(H,IH∩Z′(9)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Fix general P,Q ∈ M . We specialize ResH(Z ′)
to a general union Z ′′ of 2 double points, 22 double points whose support is
contained in H, 7 triple points, 16 triple points whose support is contained in
M a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P,M) with respect to the
sequence (4, 10, 1) and a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (Q,M)
with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4). Hence Z ′ ∩ M is a general union of
P , 16 triple points of M , one double point of M with Q as its support. The
case (d′, x′, y′) = (8, 16, 1) of Remark 2, gives hi(M,IZ′′∩M (8)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.
ResM (Z ′′) is a general union of a length 11 scheme supported by P , a length 14
scheme supported by Q, 7 triple points, 2 double points, 22 double points with
support on H and 16 double points with support on H. Notice that

(10
3

)
= 120.

Let B be the degeneration of ResM (Z ′′) in which 2 of the double points with
support on M are required to have support on H ∩M . B∩H may be seen as a
general union of 24 double points of H. Hence hi(H,IH∩B(7)) = 0 for i = 0, 1 by
Alexander-Hirschowitz Theorem (see [10]). Let E be the union of all unreduced
components of ResH(B). Since ResH(B)\E is a general union of 24 points of
H, we immediately get h1(P4,IE(6)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(E)(5)) ≤ 24 (insert

more components on M).

(b2) Here we assume (x, y) = (48, 0). Notice that ǫ(9, 48, 0) = −5. In the
proof below (just for h0) we end up with one more triple point and 2 less double
points; instead of h1(P4,IE(6)) = 0 we just need h1(P4,IE(6)) ≤ 5, while the
inequality h0(P4,IResH(E)(5)) ≤ 24 is now easier.

(b3) Here we assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 47 and y = 2+3(47−x). For x ≥ 40 we copy
the first 2 steps with H and M of part (g) and then just use more double points.
Now assume 38 ≤ x ≤ 39. In the second step (i.e. the step which uses M) we
apply Remark 1 at (P,M) and (P,M) with respect to the sequence (1, 4). Now
assume 29 ≤ x ≤ 37. As in part (b1) we degenerate Z to a general union Z ′′ of
y := 2+3(47−x) double points, x−22 triple points and 22 triple points whose
support is contained in H. By the case (d′, x′, y′) = (9, 22, 0) of Remark 2, we
have hi(H,IH∩Z′′(9)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Notice that

(11
3

)
− 22 · 4 = 7 · 10 + 4 + 3.

We degenerate ResH(Z ′′) to a general union Z1 of 22 double points, 7 triple
points with support on H, x − 29 triple points, one double point with support
on H, 3 virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H), (P2,H) and
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(P3,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 4) and y − 4 double points. The case
(d, x, y) = (8, 7, 23) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩Z1

(8)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let Z2

be the union of the unreduced components of ResH(Z1). Since ResH(Z1)\Z2

is a general union of 23 points of H, Lemma 2 shows that it is sufficient to
prove h1(P4,IZ2

(7)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(Z2)
(6)) = 0. We will first check that

h1(P4,IZ2
(7)) = 0. Z2 is a general union of x − 29 triple points, y − 4 double

points, 7 double points with support on H and the 3 length 4 schemes {2Pi,H},
1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Apply Lemma 7. Now we will check that h0(P4,IResH(Z2)(6)) = 0.

ResH(Z2) is a general union of 7 points of H, x − 29 triple points and y − 4
double points. Use again Lemma 2 and the Alexander-Hirschowitz Theorem
for double points. Now assume 22 ≤ x ≤ 28. We take Z ′ as in part (c). Write
120 = 22 ·4+10(x−22)+4u+ v with u, v non-negative integers and 0 ≤ v ≤ 3.
Hence v = 0 if x is even and v = 2 if x is odd. We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a
general union T of 22+u double points with support on H, x−22 triple points
with support on H, v virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H)
and (P2,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 4) and y−u−v double points. The
case (d, x, y) = (8, x − 22, 22 + u) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩T (8)) = 0 for
i = 0, 1. Since ResH(T ) containins 22+u general points of H and in later steps
we only add double points, we conclude as in the previous case. Now assume
x ≤ 22. Write

(
12
3

)
= 10x + 4u′ + v′ with u′, v′ integers and 0 ≤ v′ ≤ 3. Hence

v′ = 0 if x is even and v′ = 2 if x is odd. We take as Z ′ a general union of x
triple points with support on H, u′ double points with support on H, v′ virtual
schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (Pi,H), 1 ≤ i ≤ v′, with respect to the
sequence (1, 4) and y − u′ − v′ double points. The case (d, x, y) = (9, x, u′) of
Remark 2, gives hi(H,IZ′∩H(9)) = 0, i = 0, 1. Then we continue adding double
points and using Lemma 2.

(c) In this subsection we assume d = 10. Since
(
14
4

)
= 1001 ≡ 11 (mod 15),

it is sufficient to do all cases (x, y) with ǫ(9, x, y) ∈ {1,−4}. ǫ(9, x, y) = 1 if and
only if 0 ≤ x ≤ 66 and y = 2 + 3(66 − x). ǫ(9, x, y) = −4 if and only if either
x = 67 or 0 ≤ x ≤ 66 and y = 3 + 3(66 − x).

(c1) Here we assume (x, y) = (66, 2). Recall that ǫ(9, 66, 2) = 1. We
degenerate Z to a general union of two virtual schemes obtained applying
Remark 1 at (P1,H) and (P2,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 36
triple points, 1 double point, 28 triple points with support on H and a dou-
ble point with support on H. By the case (d′, x′, y′) = (10, 28, 6) of Re-
mark 2, we have hi(H,IZ′∩H(10)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. The scheme ResH(Z ′)
has a reduced connected component whose support is general in H (it is the
residue of the double point with support on H). Let B the union of the unre-
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duced components of ResH(Z ′). It is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(9)) = 0
and h0(P4,IResH(B)(8)) = 0. We will first check that h1(P4,IB(9)) = 0.

We specialize B to a general union B′ of 14 triple points, 1 double point, a
scheme of length 14 with P as its support, a scheme of length 14 with Q as
its support and 22 triple points whose support is contained in M . By the case
(d′, x′, y′) = (9, 22, 0) of Remark 2, we have hi(M,IM∩B′(9)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.
We specialize ResM (B) to a general union E of 3 virtual schemes obtained ap-
plying Remark 1 at (P4,H), (P5,H) and (P6,H) with respect to the sequence
(1, 10, 4), 8 triple points, 1 double points, a scheme of length 14 with P1 as its
support, a scheme of length 14 with P2 as its support and 22 double points
whose support is contained in M . Hence E ∩ H is a general union of 5 triple
points of H (two of them having P and Q as their support), 28 double points of
H and 3 general points P4, P5, P6. By the case (d′, x′, y′) = (8, 5, 28) of Remark
2, we have hi(M,IM∩E(8)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. ResH(E) has 28 general points of
H as connected components. Hence from now on, everything is easier than in
part (b1). Now we check that h0(P4,IResH(B)(8)) = 0. ResH(B) is a general

union of two length 14 schemes supported by P1 and P2 and with type (10, 4)
with respect to H, 1 double point, 36 triple points and 28 double points with
support on H. Let W be the union of the 33 of the triple points of ResH(B).
h0(P4,IW (8)) = 0 by the case d = 8 of Theorem 1 proved before.

(c2) First assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 65 and y = 2 + 3(66 − x). If x ≥ 50, then we
repeat verbatim the proof of part (c1) until we reduce this case to the proof that
h1(P4,IResM (B′)(8)) = 0. From then on we use more double points to apply
Lemma 1 and Remark 1. Now we will take x ≤ 49 and show that we may use
only the plane H. First assume x ≥ 31. We degenerate Z to a general union of
two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H) and (P2,H) with
respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), x−30 triple points, y double points, 28 triple
points with support on H and a double point with support on H. By the case
(d′, x′, y′) = (10, 28, 6) of Remark 2, we have hi(H,IZ′∩H(10)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.
The scheme ResH(Z ′) has a simple point whose support is general in H (it is
the residue of the double point with support on H). Let B the union of all the
unreduced components of ResH(Z ′). It is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(9)) = 0.
B ∩ H is a general union of one triple point of H and 28 double points of
H. Since

(12
3

)
= 220 and length(B ∩ H) = 122, the strategy is obvious. By

assumption B contains at least one triple point not intersecting H. Let m be
the maximal integer such that m ≤ x− 30 and m ≡ 0. We specialize B so that
m of its triple points and 3(30−x−m) of its double points have support on H.
If x ≤ 30, then we may use some of the double points even at the first step; let
x′ be the maximal integer such that x′ ≤ x and x′ ≡ 28 (mod 3); here x′ of the
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triple points and 3(28− x′) of the double points of the new Z ′ have support on
H.

(d) Here we check the case d = 11. Since
(15

4

)
= 1365 ≡ 0 (mod 15), it is

sufficient to do all cases with ǫ(11, x, y) = 0. We have ǫ(11, x, y) = 0 if and only
if 0 ≤ x ≤ 91 and y = 3(91 − x).

(d1) Here we assume (d, x, y) = (11, 91, 0). Fix P ∈ H. We specialize Z
to a general union Z ′ of the virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at
(P,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 54 triple points and 36 triple
points with support on H. Hence Z ′ ∩ H is a general union of a double point
of H supported by P and 36 triple points of H. Applying Remark 2, to the
case (d′, x′, y′) = (11, 36, 1) we get hi(H,IZ′∩H(11)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Fix
general P1, P2 ∈ H. We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a general union B of a scheme
of length 11 supported by P and with length 10 intersection with H, two virtual
schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H) and (P2,H) with respect to
the sequence (1, 10, 4), 41 triple points, 36 double points with support on H
and 13 triple points with support on H. Hence B ∩ H is a general union of 14
triple points of H (one of them having P as its support), 2 simple points and
36 double points of H. By the case (d′, x′, y′) = (10, 14, 36) of Remark 2, we
have hi(H,IB∩H(10)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let E be the union of the unreduced
components of ResH(B). Since ResH(B)\E is a general union of 37 points of
H (P and the support of the 36 double points of B intersecting H), Lemma 2
gives that it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IE(9)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(E)(8)) ≤
37. E is a general union of 2 length 14 schemes supported by P1, P2 and
with length 10 intersection with H, 41 triple points and 13 double points with
support on H. We specialize it to a general union E′ of 2 length 14 schemes
supported by P1, P2, 32 triple points with support on H, 9 triple points with
support on H and 13 double points with support on H. The case (d′, x′, y′) =
(9, 11, 13) of Remark 2, gives h1(H,IH∩E′(9)) = 0, i.e. h0(H,IH∩E′(9)) = 2.
Since ResH(E′) has as connected components 13 general points of it, it is easy
to control the h1-vanishing of the remaining components. The proof of the
inequality h0(P4,IResH(E)(8)) ≤ 37 is easier, because

(12
3

)
−length(E∩H)−33 =

220 − 20 − 52 − 33 ≫ 0.

(d2) Here we assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 91 and y = 3(91 − x). We leave the details
to the reader. Notice that in all cases with y ≥ 2 we may apply Lemma 2 just
at the second step.

(e) Here we check the case d = 12. Since
(16

4

)
= 1820 ≡ 5 (mod 15), to

check all cases it is sufficient to check all cases with ǫ(12, x, y) = 0 and the
case (x, y) = (122, 0). We have ǫ(12, x, y) = 0 if and only if 0 ≤ x ≤ 121 and
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y = 1 + 5(121 − x).

(e1) Here we assume (x, y) = (121, 1). We degenerate Z to a general union
Z ′ of 75 triple points, a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H)
with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), a double point with support on H and 45
triple points with support on H. By the case (d, x, y) = (12, 45, 1) of Remark
2, we have hi(H,IH∩Z′(12)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let B the union of all the
unreduced components of ResH(Z ′). ResH(Z ′)\B is just a point. We will first
prove that h1(P4,IB(11)) = 0, leaving the h0-vanishing for the last part of
this subsetction. We degenerate B to a general union A of a length 14 scheme
supported by P1 and with type (10, 4) with respect to H, 39 triple points, 44
double points with support on H\H ∩ M , one double point with support on
H∩M and 36 triple points with support on M . Hence A∩M is a general union
of 36 triple points of M and one double point of M . hi(M,IM∩A(11)) = 0 for
i = 0, 1 (Remark 2). Notice that ResM (A) contains a simple point, i.e. the
complementary in ResM (A) of the support of the double point in M ∩ H. We
degenerate ResM (A) to a general union D of a length 14 scheme supported by
P2 and with type (10, 4) with respect to H, 45 double points with support on
H, a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H) with respect to the
sequence (1, 10, 4), a general point of H ∩ M , 35 double points with support
on M , one double point with support on H ∩ M , 29 triple points and 9 triple
points with support on H. Hence D ∩H is a general union of a point of H, 10
triple points of H, a point of H ∩ M and 46 double points of H with support
on M . Since any two points of H are coplanar, H ∩D may be seen as a general
union of 10 triple points of H, 46 double points of H and two general points of
H. Hence hi(M,IM∩D(10)) = 0 for i = 0, 1 (Remark 2). At the next step we
insert some of the remaining triple points on H and up to 3 of the double points
from M into H ∩M . We omit the details, because after the first residue we get
a scheme containing as components 28 general points of H and hence we may
use Lemma 2. Now we will prove that h0(P4,IResH(B)(10)) = 0. ResH(B) is a

general union of 75 triple points, the length 4 scheme {2P1,H}, and 45 general
points of H. Just use the case (d, x, y) = (10, 75, 0) proved before.

(e2) Assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 120 and y = 1 + 5(121 − x). If x ≥ 110, then we
just use the proof of part (e1). For lower x everything is easier (we only apply
Remark 1 with respect to the sequence (1, 4) and at most at 3 points of H at
each step). As in (e1) we do also the easier case (x, y) = (122, 0). Since a triple
point contains a double point, this case follows formally from the truth of the
case (121, 0).

(f) Here we check the case d = 13. Since
(17

4

)
= 2380 ≡ 10 (mod 15) it
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is sufficient to do the case (x, y) = (159, 0) and all cases with ǫ(13, x, y) = 0.
ǫ(13, x, y) = 0 if and only if 0 ≤ x ≤ 158 and y = 2 + 3(158 − x)

(f1) Assume (x, y) = (158, 2). We specialize Z to a general union Z ′ of
102 triple points, 2 double points and 56 triple points with support on H. By
the case (d, x, y) = (13, 56, 0) of Remark 2, we have hi(H,IH∩Z′(13)) = 0 for
i = 0, 1. Fix a general P ∈ H. We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a general union A of
58 triple points, 2 double points, a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1
at (P,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 56 double points with support
on H and 23 triple points with support on H. Hence A ∩H is a general union
of one simple point, 56 double points of H and 23 triple points of H. Hence
hi(H,IH∩A(12)) = 0 for i = 0, 1 (Remark 2). ResH(A) is the union of a scheme
B and 56 general points of H. Hence it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(11)) = 0
and h0(P4,IResH(B)(10)) = 0. Both are obtained just inserting at each step
the maximal possible number of triple points available and then the 2 double
points. We never use the differential Horace (and hence we may loose up to 9
conditions at each step), because 56 is large (bigger than 9× 6) and just taking
the first residue we get as connected components 23 general points of H.

(f2) As in part (f1) we do the case (x, y) = (159, 0), while if 0 ≤ x ≤ 157
and y = 2 + 3(158 − x) the proof is even easier.

(g) Here we consider the case d = 14. Since
(
18
4

)
= 3060 ≡ 0 (mod 15), it

is sufficient to prove all cases with ǫ(14, x, y) = 0. ǫ(14, x, y) = 0 if and only if
0 ≤ x ≤ 204 and y = 3(204 − x).

(g1) Assume (dx, y) = (204, 0). Fix general Pi ∈ H, i ≥ 1. We specialize Z
to a general union Z ′ of 136 triple points and 68 triple points with support on H.
By the case (d, x, y) = (14, 68, 0) of Remark 2, we have hi(H,IH∩Z′(14)) = 0
for i = 0, 1. We specialize ResH(Z ′) to a general union A of 2 virtual schemes
obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H) and (P2,H) with respect to the se-
quence (4, 10, 1), 68 double points with support on H, 28 triple points with
support on H and 106 triple points. By the case (d, x, y) = (13, 28, 70) of
Remark 2, we have hi(H,IH∩A(13)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let B the union of
all unreduced components of ResH(A). ResH(A)\B is a general union of 68
points of H. By Lemma 2 it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(12)) = 0 and
h0(P4,IResH(B)(11)) = 0. We will first do the h1-vanishing. B is a general

union of two length 11 schemes supported by P1 and P2 and with type (10, 1)
with respect to H, 28 double points with support on H and 106 triple points.
We specialize B to a general union B′ of two length 11 schemes supported
by P1 and P2 and with type (10, 1) with respect to H, 3 virtual schemes ob-
tained applying Remark 1 at (P3,H), (P4,H) and (P5,H) with respect to the
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sequence (1, 10, 4), 28 double points with support on H, 32 triple points with
support on H and 71 triple points. The case (d′, x′, y′) = (12, 35, 28) of Re-
mark 2, gives h1(H,IH∩B′(12)) = 0. Let C be the union of all unreduced
components of ResH(B′). Since ResH(B′)\C contains 30 general points of H
(two of them being P1 and P2) and

(15
4

)
− length(ResH(B′)) = 68, it is suf-

ficient to prove h1(P4,IB(12)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(C)(11)) ≤ 68. We will

only check the h1-vanishing, because the h0-inequality is even easier than the
vanishing of h0(P4,IResH(B)(11)) considered below. C is a general union of 3

length 14 schemes supported by P3, P4, P5 and with type (10, 4) with respect
to H, 32 double points with support on H and 71 triple points. We degen-
erate C to a general union D of 3 length 14 schemes supported by P3, P4, P5

and with type (10, 4) with respect to H, 32 double points with support on H,
a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P6,H) with respect to the
sequence (4, 10, 1), two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P7,H)
and (P8,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 20 triple points with support
on H and 48 triple points. By the case (d, x, y) = (11, 23, 33) of Remark 2, we
have hi(H,IH∩D(11)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let E be the union of the unreduced
components of ResH(D). Since ResH(D)\E is a general union of 32 points of
H, it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IE(10)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(C)(9)) ≤ 98.

We will only do the h1-vanishing, because the h0-inequality is easier that the
h0-vanishing done before (just quote the case d = 9 of Theorem 1). E is a
general union of the 3 length 4 schemes {2P3,H}, {2P4,H}, {2P5,H}, one
length 11 scheme supported by P6 and of type (10, 1) with respect to H, two
length 14 schemes supported by P7, P8 and with type (10, 4) with respect to
H, 20 double points with support on H and 48 triple points. We degenerate
E to a general union F of one length 11 scheme supported by P6 and of type
(10, 1) with respect to H, two length 14 schemes supported by P7, P8 and with
type (10, 4) with respect to H, 20 double points with support on H, a virtual
scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P9,H) with respect to the sequence
(4, 10, 1), 15 triple points with support on H and 32 triple points. The case
(d, x, y) = (10, 17, 26) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩F (10)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let
G be the union of all unreduced components of ResH(F ). Since ResH(F )\G
is a general union of 21 points of H (one of them being P6), it is sufficient
to prove h1(P4,IG(9)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(C)(8)) ≤ 130. We will only do

the h1-vanishing, because the h0-inequality is easier that the h0-vanishing done
before (just quote the case d = 8 of Theorem 1). G is a general union of the
two length 4 schemes {2P7,H} and {P8,H}, a length 11 scheme supported by
P9 and with type (10, 1) with respect to H, 15 double points with support on
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H and 32 triple points. We degenerate G to a general union A′ the two length
4 schemes {2P7,H} and {2P8,H}, a length 11 scheme supported by P9 and
with type (10, 1) with respect to H, 15 double points with support on H, two
virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P10,H) and {P11,H} with re-
spect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 14 triple points with support on H and 17 triple
points. The case (d, x, y) = (9, 15, 22) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩A′(9)) = 0
for i = 0, 1. Let C ′ denote the union of all reduced components of ResH(A′).
Since ResH(A′)\C ′ is a general union of 21 general points of H (one of them
being P9) it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IC′(8)) = 0 and an easier and omitted
inequality for h0. C ′ is a general union of two length 14 schemes supported by
P10 and P11 and with type (10, 4) with respect to H, 14 double points with
support on H and 17 triple points. We degenerate C ′ to a general union D′

of two length 14 schemes supported by P10 and P11 and with type (10, 4) with
respect to H, 14 double points with support on H, a virtual scheme obtained
applying Remark 1 at (P12,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), two vir-
tual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P13,H) and at (P14,H) with
respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 8 triple points with support on H and 6 triple
points. The case (d, x, y) = (8, 10, 16) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩D′(8)) = 0
for i = 0, 1. Let E′ be the union of the unreduced components of ResH(D′).
Since ResH(D′)\E′ is a general union of 14 points of H, it is sufficient to prove
h1(P4,IE′(7)) = 0 and an easier and omitted inequality for h0. E′ is a gen-
eral union of the two length 4 schemes {2P10,H} and {2P11,H}, two length 14
scheme supported by P12 and with type (10, 4) with respect to H, a length 11
scheme supported by P12 and of type (10, 1) with respect to H, 8 double points
with support on H and 6 triple points. We degenerate E′ to a general union
F ′ of the two length 4 schemes {2P10,H} and {2P11,H}, two length 14 scheme
supported by P12 and with type (10, 4) with respect to H, a length 11 scheme
supported by P12 and of type (10, 1) with respect to H, 8 double points with
support on H, 5 triple points with support on H and 1 triple point. The case
(d, x, y) = (7, 8, 10) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩F ′(7)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let
G′ be the union of all unreduced components of ResH(F ′). Since ResH(F ′)\G′

is a general union of 9 points of H (one of them being P12), it is sufficient to
prove h1(P4,IE′(6)) = 0 and an omitted h0-inequality. Now we will check that
h0(P4,IResH(B)(11)) = 0. ResH(B) is a general union of P1, P2, 28 general
points of H and 106 triple points. Just use the case d = 11 done before. In all
h0 we see that the residual contain no triple point with support on H, no double
point with support on H and at most two unreduced schemes intersecting H; if
any such scheme exists, then it is of the form {2Pi,H} for some i; the reduced
components of the residue intersecting H are general points of H.
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(g2) Here we assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 203 and y = 3(204 − x). If x ≥ 98, then
we do the first two steps of part (g1). now ssume 68 ≤ x ≤ 97. We make the
first step of part (g1). Define the non-negative integers u, v by the relations(16

3

)
= 68× 4 + 10(x− 68) + 4u + v, 0 ≤ v ≤ 3. Hence v ∈ {0, 2}. We specialize

ResH(Z ′) to a general union T of 68 + u double points with support on H,
y − u − v double points with support on H and v length 5 virtual schemes
obtained applying Remark 1 at (Pi,H), 1 ≤ i ≤ v, with respect to the sequence
(1, 4). Now assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 67. Define the non-negative integers w, z by the
relations

(17
3

)
= 10x + 4w + z, 0 ≤ z ≤ 3. We degenerate Z to a general union

of y − w − z double points, x triple points with support on H and z length 5
virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (Pi,H), 1 ≤ i ≤ z, with respect
to the sequence (1, 4).

(h) Here we will do the case d = 15. Since
(19

4

)
= 3876, ǫ(15, x, y) ≡ 1

(mod 5) for all x, y, z. As usual, it is sufficient to do all cases x, y with either
ǫ(15, x, y) ∈ {1,−4} or with y = 0. If y = 0, then it is sufficient to check
the cases x = 258 and x = 259. Since a triple points contains a double point
and ǫ(15, 258, 1) = 1, the case (x, y) = (258, 1) implies the cases (258, 0) and
(259, 0). Hence it is sufficient to do all cases x, y with ǫ(15, x, y) ∈ {1,−4}

(h1) Assume (x, y) = (258, 1). We specialize Z to a general union Z ′ of
one double point, two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H)
and (P2,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), a virtual scheme obtained
applying Remark 1 at (P3,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 174 triple
points and 81 triple points with support on H. By the case (d, x, y) = (15, 81, 1)
of Remark 2, we have hi(H,IH∩Z′(15)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. We specialize ResH(Z ′)
to a general union A of one double point, 81 double points with support in H,
two length 14 schemes supported by P1 and P2 and of type (10, 4) with respect
to H, a length 11 scheme with P3 as support and type (10, 1) with respect to H,
two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P4,H) and (P5,H) with
respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1
at (P6,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 139 triple points and 32 triple
points with support on H. By the case (d, x, y) = (14, 35, 82) of Remark 2, we
have hi(H,IH∩A(14)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. ResH(A) is a general union of one double
point, 139 triple points, 82 points of H (one of them being P3), the two length
4 schemes {2P1,H} and {2P2,H}, two length 14 schemes supported by P4 and
P5 and of type (10, 4) with respect to H, 32 double points with support on H
and a length 11 scheme with P6 as support and type (10, 1) with respect to H.
Let B denote the union of the unreduced components of ResH(A). By Lemma
2 it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(13)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(B)(12)) = 0.
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We will first do the h1-vanishing. We degenerate B to a general union C of
one double point, a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P7,H)
with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 99 triple points, 39 triple points with
support on H, the two length 4 schemes {2P1,H} and {2P2,H}, two length
14 schemes supported by P4 and P5 and of type (10, 4) with respect to H, 32
double points with support on H and a length 11 scheme with P6 as support
and type (10, 1) with respect to H. The case (d, x, y) = (13, 42, 35) of Remark
2, gives hi(H,IH∩C(13)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let D be the union of the unreduced
components of ResH(C). Since ResH(C)\D is a general union of 33 general
points of H (one of them being P6), it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,ID(12)) = 0
and h0(P4,IResH(D)(12)) ≤ 82 (Lemma 2). We will do here the h1-vanishing

and check at the end the h0-inequality. We degenerate D to a general union E
of one double point, a length 11 scheme supported by P7 and with type (10, 1)
with respect to H, a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 to (P8,H)
with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 39 double points with support on H, 27
triple points with support on H and 71 triple points. By Remark 2, applied to
the data (d, x, y) = (12, 29, 42) we have hi(H,IH∩C(12)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Now
we will check that h0(P4,IResH(B)(12)) = 0. ResH(B) is a general union of

139 triple points, the two length 4 schemes {2P4,H} and {2P5,H}, the points
P6 and 32 points of H. Apply the case d = 12 of the theorem. Let B′ be
the union of all unreduced components of ResH(B). Now we will check that
h0(P4,IResH(D)(12)) ≤ 82. The scheme ResH(D) is a general union of one

double point, a length 11 scheme supported by P7 and with type (10, 1) with
respect to H, 119 triple points, and 40 general points of H (one of them being
P6).

(i) Here we will consider the case d = 16. Since
(
20
4

)
= 4845 ≡ 0 (mod 15),

ǫ(16, x, y) ≡ 0 (mod 5) for all x, y and it is sufficient to do all cases with
ǫ(15, x, y) = 0, i.e. all cases with 0 ≤ x ≤ 323 and y = 969 − 3x.

(i1) Here we assume (x, y) = (323, 0). We specialize Z to a general union
Z ′ of a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H) with respect
to the sequence (1, 10, 4), two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at
(P2,H) and (P3,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 96 triple points
with support on H and 224 triple points. The case (d, x, y) = (16, 96, 2) of
Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩Z′(15)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. We degenerate ResH(Z ′) to
a general union A of a length 14 scheme supported by P1 and with type (10, 4)
with respect to H, two length 11 schemes supported by P2 and P3 and with
type (10, 1) with respect to H, 96 double points with support on H, 2 virtual
schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P4,H) and (P5,H) with respect to the
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sequence (1, 10, 4), 40 triple points with support on H and 182 triple points.
The case (d, x, y) = (15, 43, 96) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩A(14)) = 0 for
i = 0, 1. Let B denote the union of the unreduced components of ResH(A).
Since ResH(A)\B is a general union of 98 points of H (two of them being P2 and
P3), it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(14)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(B)(13)) = 0.

We will first do the h1-vanishing. We degenerate B to a general union C of
the length 4 scheme {2P1,H}, two length 14 schemes supported by P4 and P5

and of type (10, 4) with respect to H, 40 double points with support on H,
a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P6,H) with respect to the
sequence (4, 10, 1), two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P7,H)
and (P8,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 49 triple points with support
on H and 130 triple points. The case (d, x, y) = (14, 43, 96) of Remark 2, gives
hi(H,IH∩C(14)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let D be the union of all unreduced com-
ponents of ResH(C). Since ResH(C)\D is a general union of 40 points of H,
it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,ID(13)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(D)(12)) ≤ 96. We

will only check the vanishing of the h1, because the h0-inequality is even easier
than the proof that h0(P4,IResH(B)(13)) = 0 given below. We degenerate D

to a general union E of the two length 4 schemes {2P4,H} and {2P5,H}, a
length 11 scheme supported by P6 and with type (10, 1) with respect to H, two
length 14 schemes supported by P7 and P8, 49 double points with support on
H, 2 virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P9,H) and (P10,H) with
respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), one virtual scheme obtained applying Remark
1 at (P11,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 33 triple points with sup-
port on H and 94 triple points. The case (d, x, y) = (13, 36, 52) of Remark 2,
gives hi(H,IH∩E(13)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let F be the union of the unreduced
components of ResH(E). Since ResH(E)\F is a general union of 50 points
of H (one of them being P6), it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IF (12)) = 0 and
h0(P4,IResH(F )(11)) ≤ 136. We will only write the proof of the h1-vanishing,

because the inequality for h0 is true by the case d = 11 done before (see below
for another h0-vanishing in degree 13). We degenerate F to a general union
of the length 4 schemes {2P7,H} and {2P8,H}, two length 14 schemes sup-
ported by P9 and P10 and with type (10, 4) with respect to H, a length 11
scheme supported by P11 and of type (10, 1) with respect to H, 33 double
points with support on H, a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at
(P12,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), a virtual scheme obtained ap-
plying Remark 1 at (P13,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 38 triple
points with support on H and 54 triple points. The case (d, x, y) = (12, 41, 35)
of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩G(12)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let A′ be the union of
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the unreduced components of ResH(G). Since ResH(G)\A′ is a general union
of 34 general points of H (one of them being P11), it is sufficient to prove
h1(P4,IA′(11)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(A′)(10)) ≤ 186. We will only check the

vanishing of the h1, because the h0-inequality is even easier that the proof that
h0(P4,IResH(B)(13)) = 0 given below. We degenerate A′ to a general union B′

of the length 4 schemes {2P9,H} and {2P10,H}, a length 14 scheme supported
by P12 and of type (10, 4) with respect to H, a length 11 scheme supported by
P13 and of type (10, 1) with respect to H, 38 double points with support on
H, a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P14,H) with respect to
the sequence (4, 10, 1), 18 triple points with support on H and 35 triple points.
The case (d, x, y) = (11, 38, 41) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩B′(11)) = 0 for
i = 0, 1. Let C ′ be the union of the unreduced components of ResH(B′). Since
ResH(B′)\C ′ is a general union of 39 general points of H (one of them being
P13), it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IC′(10)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(A′)(9)) ≤ 220.

Again, we will only write the h1-part, because the h0-part follows from the case
d = 7. We degenerate C ′ to a general union D′ of the length 4 scheme {2P12,H},
a length 11 scheme supported by P14 and of type (10, 1) with respect to H, 18
double points with support on H, two virtual schemes obtained applying Re-
mark 1 at (P15,H) and (P16,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), a virtual
scheme obtained applying Remark 1 at (P17,H) with respect to the sequence
(4, 10, 1), 10 triple points with support on H and 22 triple points. The case
(d, x, y) = (10, 11, 40) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩D′(11)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let
E′ be the union of the unreduced components of ResH(D′). Since ResH(D′)\E′

is a general union of 19 general points of H (one of them being P14), it is suf-
ficient to prove h1(P4,IE′(9)) = 0 and an omitted inequality for h0. We could
continue, but we may stop here for the following reason. A zero-dimensional
scheme containing E′ is contained in a generalization of the specialization Z ′

used the the proof of the case d = 9 made in part (e). Now we will check that
h0(P4,IResH(B)(13)) = 0. ResH(B) is a general union of the length 4 schemes

{2P4,H} and {2P5,H}, 40 general points of H and 182 triple points. It is
sufficient to apply the case (d, x, y) = (13, 182, 0) previously done.

(i2) Now assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 322 and y = 969− 3x. The value of x determines
at which degree we need to modify the proof of the case (x, y) = (323, 0) just
done. For instance, if 82 ≤ x ≤ 124 we make the first step as in part (s1),
in the second step we exaust all triple points taking them with support on H
(and using them also for the virtual schemes if x ≥ 122), but we complete
the second step adding double points with support on H and making up to 3
virtual constructions with them if necessary. From the next step on we may
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apply Lemma 2 at each step and quickly get the empty set as residual scheme.

(j) Here we assume d = 17. Since
(21

4

)
= 5985 ≡ 0 (mod 15), it is sufficient

to check all cases with ǫ(17, x, y) = 0. ǫ(17, x, y) = 0 if and only if 0 ≤ x ≤ 399
and y = 2 + 3(399 − x).

(j1) Here we assume (x, y) = (399, 0). We specialize Z to a general union
Z ′ of 114 triple points with support on H and 285 triple points. The case
(d, x, y) = (17, 114, 0) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩Z′(17)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. We
degenerate ResH(Z ′) to a general union A of 114 double points with support
on H, 3 virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P1,H), (P2,H) and
(P3,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 51 triple points with support on
H and 231 triple points. The case (d, x, y) = (16, 51, 114) of Remark 2, gives
hi(H,IH∩A(16)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let B denote the union of the unreduced
components of ResH(A). Since ResH(A)\B is a general union of 114 points of
H, it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(15)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(B)(14)) = 0.

We will first do the h1-vanishing. We degenerate B to a general union C of
two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P4,H) and (P5,H) with
respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 3 length 14 schemes supported by P1, P2, P3

and of type (10, 4) with respect to H, 51 double points with support on H,
58 triple points with support on H and 171 triple points. The case (d, x, y) =
(15, 61, 51) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩C(15)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let D denote
the union of the unreduced components of ResH(C). Since ResH(C)\D is a
general union of 51 points of H, it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,ID(14)) = 0
and h0(P4,IResH(D)(13)) ≤ 114. We will only do the h1-vanishing, because the

inequality for h0 is easier than the proof that h0(P4,IResH(B)(14)) = 0 just

given. Look at part (j1). Let B denot the scheme called B in part (s1). We
checked there that h1(P4,ID(14)) = 0. B is a general union of the length 4
schemes {2P4,H} and {2P5,H}, 40 double points with support on H and 182
triple points. We cannot quite see D as a subscheme of D, because D contains
two length 14 connected subschemes with support on H. Let C ′ be a general
union of 3 length 14 schemes supported by P1, P2, P3 and of type (10, 4) with
respect to H, 51 double points with support on H, 58 triple points with support
on H and 173 triple points. Since C ′ ∩ H ⊂ C ∩ H, h1(H,IH∩C(15)) = 0.
Hence it is suffcient to prove h1(P4,ID′(14)) = 0 and h0(P4,IResH(D′)(13)) ≤

112, where D′ is obtained from D deleting the two length 14 schemes with
support on H and adding 2 general triple points. Since D′ ⊂ B (in the sense
that for any fixed, but general D′ there is a sufficiently general B containing
it), h1(P4,ID′(14)) = 0. Now we will check that h0(P4,IResH(B)(14)) = 0.

ResH(B) is a general union of 2 double points, 231 triple points, the 3 length 4
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schemes {2P1,H}, {2P2,H}, {2P2,H} and 51 general points of H. Just apply
the case d = 14 to the union of the triple points.

(j2) Here we assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 398 and y = 2 + 3(398 − x). If x ≥ 222, then
we make the same construction and then come in a case coverered by parts
(j1), (j2). If x ≤ 221, we use more double points and we arrive earlier in a case
covered in parts (j1) and (j2).

(k) Here we check the case d = 18. Since
(22

4

)
= 7315 ≡ 10 (mod 15), it

is sufficient to do all cases with ǫ(18, x, y) = 0 and the case (x, y) = (488, 0).
ǫ(18, x, y) = 0 if and only if 0 ≤ x ≤ 487 and y = 2 + 3(487 − x).

(k1) Here we assume (x, y) = (487, 2). We specialize Z to a general union Z ′

of 2 double points, 133 triple points with support on H and 344 triple points.
The case (d, x, y) = (18, 133, 0) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩Z′(18)) = 0 for
i = 0, 1. We degenerate ResH(Z ′) to a general union A of 2 double points,
133 double points with support on H, two virtual schemes obtained applying
Remark 1 at (P1,H) and (P2,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 60
triple points with support on H and 282 triple points. The case (d, x, y) =
(17, 60, 135) of Remark 2, gives hi(H,IH∩A(17)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let B denote
the union of the unreduced components of ResH(A). Since ResH(A)\B is a
general union of 133 points of H, it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IB(16)) = 0
and h0(P4,IResH(B)(15)) = 0. We will first do the h1-part. We degenerate B
to a general union C of 2 double points, 60 double points with support on H, 2
length 11 schemes supported by P1 and P2 and with type (10, 1) with respect to
H, two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at (P3,H) and (P4,H) with
respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), a virtual scheme obtained applying Remark 1
at (P5,H) with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1), 55 triple points with support
on H and 224 triple points. The case (d, x, y) = (16, 57, 61) of Remark 2, gives
hi(H,IH∩B(16)) = 0 for i = 0, 1. Let C denote the union of the unreduced
components of ResH(B). Since ResH(B)\C is a general union of 62 points of
H (two of them being P1 and P2), it is sufficient to prove h1(P4,IC(15)) = 0
and h0(P4,IResH(C)(14)) ≤ 133. We will only do the h1-part, because the

inequality for h0 follows from the case d = 14 of Theorem 1 proved before.
Call C̃ a general union of two virtual schemes obtained applying Remark 1 at
(P4,H) and (P5,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4), 3 length 14 schemes
supported by P1, P2, P3 and of type (10, 4) with respect to H, 51 double points
with support on H, 58 triple points with support on H and 171 triple points. C̃
is the scheme called C in step (t1) and hence we know that h1(P4,I eC

(15)) = 0.

Since C̃ is a specialization of a scheme containing C, h1(P4,IC(15)) = 0. Now
we will check that h0(P4,IResH(B)(15)) = 0. ResH(B) is a general union of
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2 double points, 62 general points of H (two of them being P1 and P2), and
282 triple points. Hence the case d = 15 of Theorem 1 proved before gives
h0(P4,IResH(B)(15)) = 0.

(k2) Here we assume 0 ≤ x ≤ 486 and y = 2+3(487−x). If x is sufficiently
large, we make one or two steps as in (u1) and then use only double points.
After at most one step in which we use only double points,

(k3) Here we assume (x, y) = (488, 0). We copy the proof of part (u1). Here
we need to check h1(P4,IB(16)) = 0 in which B has one more triple point, but
no double point with support outside H. We may still use the scheme C̃.

(l) Assume d ≥ 11 and fix an integer t such that 8 ≤ t ≤ d − 1. We
started with a general union Z ⊂ P

4 of x triple points and y double points for
which we wanted to prove that either h1(P4,IZ(d)) = 0 (case ǫ(d, x, y) ≥ 0)
or h0(P3,IZ(d)) = 0 (case ǫ(d, x, y) ≤ 0). Increasing or decreasing Z we may
also assume ǫ(d, x, y) ≥ −4, unless y = 0 and ǫ(d, x, 0) < 0; for y = 0 we may
assyme ǫ(d, x, 0) ≥ −14. After d − t steps we arrived at a scheme W and we
would have won if either h1(P4,IW (t − 1)) = 0 or h0(P3,IW (t − 1)) = 0 (or
h0(P4,IW (t−1)) small, see below). W has at most x+y connected components.
Let m be the number of the simple points that we delete (quoting each time
Lemma 2) in the d − t steps which built W from Z. We have

(
d+4
4

)
−

(
t+3
4

)
=

length(Z)− length(W )−z. If ǫ(x, y) ≥ 0 we need to prove h1(P4,IW (t−1)) = 0
and

(
t+3
4

)
− length(W ) = ǫ(x, y) + m. If ǫ(x, y) ≤ 0, then it is sufficient to

prove h0(P3,IW (t − 1)) ≤ m − ǫ(x, y). Hence it is essential to give a good
lower bound for z. In the first step d → d − 1 there is no scheme sitting
in H. Since the restriction to H of the union of all virtual schemes arising
using Remark 1 is at most 5, we will apply Remark 1 at most 4 times at
each step we apply a virtual construction; the only case in which we need 4
is to get 7 as congruence class modulo 10: a virtual construction at (P1,H)
with respect to the sequence (4, 10, 1) and 3 virtual constructions at (P2,H),
(P3,H) and (P4,H) with respect to the sequence (1, 10, 4). Hence m ≥ ⌊

(
d+4
4

)
−(

t+4
4

)
/15⌋ − 4(d − t). Taking t = 8 we see that it is sufficient to have

(
d+4
4

)
≥

60d − 480 + 15 ·
(
12
4

)
, i.e. it is sufficient to take d ≥ 19.
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